
Q4 What are the barriers to getting more coaches in our sport?
Answered: 157 Skipped: 5

# RESPONSES DATE

1 No barriers, people either want to or not. 10/30/2018 8:59 AM

2 Probably a financial and time commitment - people have to make a living, so if they cannot make it
purely from coaching they need other sources of income.

10/29/2018 11:05 PM

3 This is a bit of a chicken/egg scenario. If coaches are looking for financial gain they need players
to coach. Build it and they will come? i.e. get the players...

10/29/2018 9:39 PM

4 I absolutely agree that coaches are invaluable for the enjoyment and commitment to the sport right
from the start. Finding those dedicated people is tough. Once we get them we need to look after
them. Barriers I think are just the same as any voluntary positions - lack of dedicated senior
players with time to spare. We are all working longer now so fewer retirees

10/29/2018 7:03 PM

5 Time is the biggest barrier 10/29/2018 2:59 PM

6 All coaching should be funded along with their training. Senior juniors coach younger ones, all the
way up with coaches being paid to go on courses and doing the coaching - payment would be at
minimum wage most of the way through but that payment recognizes the time and commitment

10/29/2018 10:08 AM

7 All coaching should be funded along with their training. Senior juniors coach younger ones, all the
way up with coaches being paid to go on courses and doing the coaching - payment would be at
minimum wage most of the way through but that payment recognizes the time and commitment

10/29/2018 10:08 AM

8 People do not have as much free time anymore to gain the knowledge and skills necessary to
become a coach.

10/29/2018 7:28 AM

9 Don't think you are good enough to coach others 10/27/2018 9:28 AM

10 Not enough people wanting coaching. Not enough juniors. 10/27/2018 8:17 AM

11 It has limited time slots to make money from ie lunch time, after school, evening ... 10/26/2018 5:09 PM

12 Have coaching programs available to anyone so they can apply, learn, and become another
coach.

10/26/2018 4:11 PM

13 Funding and support 10/26/2018 2:53 PM

14 Time; probably 10/26/2018 2:48 PM

15 I can't say from a coaches perspective but I have seen much info on coaching at all. I know of a
few people that get coaching but it seems expensive. Can it be subsidized by clubs or maybe
groups lessons and tip dayscan be organized through clubs?

10/26/2018 11:08 AM

16 Awareness of the courses that are on offer, including not realising they are affordable and could
be paid for by the club, also consider oranising a set coaching plan to teach juniors maybe a 12
week program to work from

10/26/2018 11:07 AM

17 Everyone 's lives are busier, so there would have to be incentives and maybe a roster so a lot of
coaches only did a little bit each?

10/26/2018 10:55 AM

18 Not sure. Possibly pay? And maybe lack of coach development opportunities? 10/26/2018 10:05 AM

19 volunteer coaches do a great job getting people started, but for high performance needs someone
who is skilled and has time to commit. Professional Coaching is not well supported as a career
choice - perhaps work with SNZ

10/26/2018 9:58 AM

20 Coaches have to come from the elite squash players. If time and money is invested in our elite it
should be compulsory for the elite to give back to next level down otherwise we don’t invest in
them

10/25/2018 10:39 PM

21 Time. 10/25/2018 7:38 PM

22 Declining numbers in game. Poor pay 10/25/2018 7:04 PM
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23 Location of clubs...time constants on peoples time 10/25/2018 5:15 PM

24 Unsure 10/25/2018 5:02 PM

25 Number of people at a level high enough to coach 10/25/2018 4:40 PM

26 Spare time! 10/25/2018 4:05 PM

27 This one is hard. It’s like a job, so you have to have a passion for the sport to be interested in
coaching. So seek out the passionate ones not the hobby ones

10/25/2018 2:51 PM

28 I think there seem to be plenty of coaches available. 10/25/2018 2:28 PM

29 Location. 10/25/2018 1:44 PM

30 A decrease in the number of good players playing and money 10/25/2018 1:16 PM

31 I think it is time commitment for most. Or they believe (like myself) that they are not good enough
to be a coach because they are not a A/B grade player.

10/25/2018 11:44 AM

32 I think many people are time poor. Do we have little funding to pay coaches, maybe used as much
to start things off rather than at the higher level.

10/25/2018 11:25 AM

33 Communication, Communication, Communication. Each club should train some individuals as a
second tier coaches, which can then interact with the other players especially new ones.

10/25/2018 11:12 AM

34 enough demand for continuous classes and continuous work opportunity and training 10/25/2018 11:00 AM

35 . 10/25/2018 10:10 AM

36 Time - any coaching course need to be concise, either a day or weekend or a few weekly
sessions.

10/25/2018 10:01 AM

37 I'm not sure 10/25/2018 9:44 AM

38 Volunteers time pressure. Also isolated provinces - there is not one coach in all of Nelson/Tasman
region.

10/25/2018 9:42 AM

39 Lower graded players do not think they are good enough to coach but every game they play they'll
have a debrief after the game with their opponent about what went well and what didn't. They are
coaching and they don't even know it. We need to get them to understand coaching is just an
extension of what they already do and they don't have to be A grade to coach.

10/25/2018 9:37 AM

40 Most coaches want to be paid so it becomes a busines transaction not a club activity. 10/25/2018 9:25 AM

41 many clubs have members who are happy to give their time to a junior program, however are not
particularly interested (for a variety of reasons) in doing any training to become "coaches". It
follows that they need to have visiting coaches who can come in from time to time and provide the
expert tuition and programs that the members can then implement. The visiting coach will no doubt
want to be paid for their efforts and perhaps this can be jointly met by the club and squash
canty/nz.

10/25/2018 9:20 AM

42 Time. Confidence. Accessibility. 10/25/2018 9:14 AM

43 People need to have a sound knowlwdge and be comfortable with their squash
knowledge/rules/ability and then the hard part is finding the time that suits both coach and player.

10/25/2018 9:11 AM

44 In this day and age there are two types of coaches in any sport. The paid and unpaid. I have
coached football and cricket for years as a volunteer. To be truthful I always wondered why I
coached more for nothing while the other guy was paid well. Certificates and courses are a barrier
for those who have decades of that sport behind them. These types of stalwarts of the game need
to be valued for what they can offer and somehow remunerated. A relative newcomer with a level
one certificate who is deemed more advanced than a seasoned player. This is a turn-off. Qudos
and incentives for club players to coach are needed. Demands that coaches must hold this or that
level status are rife in all sports but can demean the wealth of experience a squashie may have.
Grade coaches maybe according to ability and experience as well as for certificates attained.

10/25/2018 9:01 AM

45 enthusiasm 10/25/2018 8:05 AM

46 Age work and school 10/25/2018 7:20 AM

47 Time and willingness to give it. Skill 10/25/2018 7:17 AM

48 Funding and time factors 10/25/2018 7:15 AM
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49 Commitment to other sports 10/25/2018 7:14 AM

50 No comment 10/25/2018 7:14 AM

51 Just the usual I guess, everyone is busy 10/25/2018 7:12 AM

52 Hours courts are available. Possibly monetary 10/25/2018 6:07 AM

53 Time, training - investment in the two 10/24/2018 11:28 PM

54 lack of awareness of need for coaches ... it's not known that more coaches are needed 10/24/2018 11:21 PM

55 Unknown 10/24/2018 11:12 PM

56 Not enough funding.Needs to be a paying job. 10/24/2018 10:42 PM

57 Time and passionate about seeing people grow need to genarate people with passion 10/24/2018 10:37 PM

58 Time poor people, people thinking they can’t do it. 10/24/2018 10:36 PM

59 Not knowing what level of player this is open to, how much time is required to train up, how much
commitment time is required each week from coaches?

10/24/2018 10:35 PM

60 $$$ 10/24/2018 10:35 PM

61 Pay, commitment, facilities. 10/23/2018 8:57 AM

62 The only time I have had regular coaching was with John Brown at Squashways and the sucsess
of that was engaging people in groups of the same ability and John was good at making it fun.

10/23/2018 8:54 AM

63 not sure 10/23/2018 7:15 AM

64 1. Funds for professional coaches. 2. Having players who have the time to take up coaching. 10/22/2018 11:46 PM

65 coaching is a big commitment and takes up a lot of time. Coaches should be rewarded for their
time.

10/22/2018 11:07 PM

66 Don't know. Lack of time. 10/22/2018 10:38 PM

67 Hitting partners giving a bit of guidance rather than coaches. 10/22/2018 9:56 PM

68 Need more basic training qualifications available to encourage older players to give back and
coach

10/22/2018 3:03 PM

69 Time & cost plus ongoing support. 10/22/2018 10:31 AM

70 Time & cost plus ongoing support. 10/22/2018 10:30 AM

71 too much political emphasis 10/21/2018 7:55 PM

72 Can't see any barriers 10/21/2018 6:43 PM

73 Maybe the hours of work, lack of demand an money. 10/21/2018 12:13 PM

74 Money. Need to devise ways in which student coaches can earn a few dollars which means we
need to stop undervakuing our sport and creat revenue streams for the clubs and coaches

10/21/2018 10:08 AM

75 Willingness to sacrifice time, a precious commodity when you have a family. 10/21/2018 7:57 AM

76 Price 10/20/2018 3:23 PM

77 money 10/20/2018 2:58 PM

78 Resources, numbers in the game, effort to becoming a coach, attitude within the game itself 10/20/2018 1:09 PM

79 Different backgrounds if player came from different culture 10/20/2018 12:19 PM

80 I don't think we have people that are missing out on getting coaching because there aren't enough
coaches so I think maybe we are getting ahead of ourselves and we need to get more people
playing first

10/20/2018 12:12 PM

81 A lot of people have family and work and there is not much time left 10/20/2018 11:56 AM

82 The coaching course has ways been on halloween wekend. So i never go as am always hosting or
going to a hallowen party. I want it at the start of the season, March, or school holidays weekend
so i hae time to go. Or have it on a saturday one week the a sunday the next week. A whole
weekend is too much to give up.

10/20/2018 10:22 AM
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83 ? 10/20/2018 9:45 AM

84 Start with youngsters, welcome to school, university etc & would you like to try squash - leverage
social players & teams. The more players the more

10/20/2018 9:38 AM

85 Costs and time 10/20/2018 9:19 AM

86 Time constraints, coaching is very time consuming. There needs to be a lot more coaches to share
the load some more. I would like to see more lower level coaches for beginners. If there was a
introduction course for people to join a club and it came with coaching I would happily volunteer to
help out.

10/20/2018 9:13 AM

87 Coaches not willing to work together 10/20/2018 9:07 AM

88 high cost 10/20/2018 8:55 AM

89 Don't know 10/20/2018 8:44 AM

90 Time, people trying to fit in learning how to coach around work and other commitments they may
already have.

10/20/2018 8:24 AM

91 not sure - but don't know who the qualified coaches are? perhaps make a list of coaches people
can contact if they want a session?

10/20/2018 8:21 AM

92 time 10/20/2018 8:11 AM

93 Confidence in their ability to do it. Clubs asking people to coach for free. People are time poor, and
the training and then offering time on court for free is a barrier which prevents coaches starting or
continuing. The lack of affirmation towards coaches is also a barrier.

10/20/2018 8:11 AM

94 Time commitments. Time is a scare resource. Have support mechanisms and already prepared
material and tools for coaches helps.

10/20/2018 8:00 AM

95 Other commitments- family pressure 10/20/2018 7:48 AM

96 Yes. Butvshould make clear free or cost free 10/20/2018 7:29 AM

97 Time. Volunteers don't have the time. However if they were paid would it make it more attractive.
I'm not sure.

10/19/2018 9:32 AM

98 Interest? Start with those with young children 10/19/2018 9:30 AM

99 Encourage all coaches to get involved and give then the recondition for they work. Could have a
league table based on how successful they have been.

10/18/2018 9:08 PM

100 Not very good pay and not enough demand 10/18/2018 6:08 PM

101 time 10/18/2018 2:41 PM

102 Coaches should get insensitive to coach eg membership discount and be able to coach at times
that suit them so it’s not a hustle

10/18/2018 12:26 PM

103 As long as those who are willing to coach there are people willing to pay esp if it’s a group session 10/17/2018 11:35 PM

104 Needing to have four participants before you will run a course...hard in small areas and means
lengthy times between coach trainings being available. Need to have set programmes in place for
coaches to lead in to after training so they get to practice skill.

10/16/2018 8:40 PM

105 Probably those willing to give their time in evenings and weekends. 10/16/2018 5:26 PM

106 Sorry I don't know 10/16/2018 4:01 PM

107 Time & luck of support from members and parents of junior playersr 10/16/2018 2:13 PM

108 Funds? 10/14/2018 9:23 PM

109 Not sure 10/14/2018 12:38 PM

110 offer free membership, $$, petrol vouchers 10/14/2018 10:28 AM

111 I think part of the problem goes back to the number of players and lack of promotion of the game.
It's hard especially for smaller clubs to get people interested in coaching when there are not
enough people prepared to attend the coaching. An option may be to run well promoted holiday
programs for schools aged people and have them available at multiple clubs.

10/12/2018 7:46 PM
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112 Less players to coach leads to less coaches. Lets start by getting more players involved in the
sport and then this will bring more coaches back to the sport

10/12/2018 11:04 AM

113 ? 10/12/2018 8:01 AM

114 Time and commitment. Need junior coaching to get more youth into the game. 10/11/2018 9:38 PM

115 I would consider coaching if there was coaching for coachesand if there was a coaching team.
Much the same as team sports where there is a number of coaches to spread the load. From my
very limited understanding squash is quite a technical game. This probably scares some people
away from coaching. Im quite happy to manage but not sure I know enough about the technical
side to coach

10/11/2018 7:56 PM

116 Time is precious 10/10/2018 8:02 PM

117 Pay more 10/10/2018 6:41 PM

118 time and commitment 10/10/2018 2:37 PM

119 There are no posters in public places except where the are placed. 10/10/2018 9:24 AM

120 Lack of volunteer time. 10/10/2018 8:49 AM

121 Motivation, funding, resources 10/10/2018 7:01 AM

122 Not so much barriers, but ideas-Have more info earlier. I was keen to renew my coaching
knowledge but with other weekend commitments found it hard to schedule in. Make coachig
pathway more well known. Have easy and useul links on website. Send reminders and info for
clubs to circulate intenally.

10/10/2018 6:59 AM

123 Money, coaches everywhere else in the world earn nearly double an NZ coach. Previous coaches
shunting away new coaches

10/10/2018 5:20 AM

124 More players will mean more coaches 10/9/2018 8:13 PM

125 People don't have a lot of time to give to unpaid activities. 10/9/2018 8:01 PM

126 At check squash we are terribly lucky to have a great basis for a development team would be
great if squash clubs could also roll out a boys only development evening as the girls have. N.B.
Boys mothers were asking why is there a girls only session

10/9/2018 7:25 PM

127 time the barrier as everyones busy these days 10/9/2018 7:18 PM

128 Not enough people trained in the sport 10/9/2018 7:14 PM

129 First s Time students from overseas dont have much time to play because busy in jobs and school
projects . So first barriers is time .

10/9/2018 6:13 PM

130 Pass. 10/9/2018 3:48 PM

131 Time committment and having the right skills, knowledge and attitude to be a good coach. We
need to employ people to coach to take away the voluntary drop in drop out nature of coaching i.e.
will do some when I can fit it in - get busy it all falls over

10/9/2018 3:37 PM

132 Training and rewards 10/9/2018 2:45 PM

133 The cost 10/9/2018 1:55 PM

134 Possibly time....... 10/9/2018 1:34 PM

135 Education, no mentoring programme plus time, money and court access. 10/9/2018 1:05 PM

136 We need to get a bigger pool of juniors to give our primary coaches better incomes. Need to get
squash into schools so they coach during 9-5 hours. Time commitment. Coaching coordinators to
assist with coaches.

10/9/2018 12:35 PM

137 More information on how to become a coach. Online modules for experienced coaches that might
want to give it ago

10/9/2018 12:33 PM

138 train them better, everyone seems pre occupied with juniors, where are the old heads in the clubs
helping out with seniors

10/9/2018 12:27 PM

139 not sure, but possibly time and the timing of when coaches need to be available e.g. often kids
want coaching after school but that doesn't suit alot of workers. also many may not realise that you
don't need to be a really good player to coach, can often been any level and still effective coach

10/9/2018 12:21 PM
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140 The senior players all need to be reminded that it’s time to “give back”. They all received coaching,
now they need to coach.

10/9/2018 12:14 PM

141 Pay, development opportunities 10/9/2018 12:11 PM

142 Lack of training facilities, not enough participants 10/9/2018 12:11 PM

143 Funding 10/9/2018 12:09 PM

144 No comment 10/9/2018 12:05 PM

145 Don't know 10/9/2018 11:55 AM

146 I think it takes a certain type of person to become a coach. Maybe experience and or the time it
takes to become a proficient coach?

10/9/2018 11:51 AM

147 Court time and payment for coaching. 10/9/2018 11:48 AM

148 1. It takes a lot of time to be a coach 2. The connection between coaches and people who
want/need coaching

10/9/2018 11:43 AM

149 Don't know - gatting paid? 10/9/2018 11:43 AM

150 The clubs need to be on board to allow the new coaches to have courts available so they can
coach!

10/9/2018 11:41 AM

151 I used to be a Junior Coach 15 years ago, but no support through my Club. Did it all voluntary!
Need old players to get involved more in order to promote coaching!

10/9/2018 11:35 AM

152 Chch has more qualified coaches in NZ - but the coach of coaches doesn't seem to realise this I
dont think

10/9/2018 11:28 AM

153 keeness and accessibility to courts to coach on 10/9/2018 11:28 AM

154 time committment 10/8/2018 1:17 PM

155 Their personality - they are a funny bunch!! 10/8/2018 9:51 AM

156 Possibly as a minority sport it could be viewed as there would not be enough players wanting to
be coached.

10/8/2018 9:46 AM

157 just testing 10/5/2018 3:21 PM
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